New Features: “Look what we’ve got!”
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Agenda

- Control Centre
- Resource Editor
- Server Manager
- Maniplus
- Data Entry
- Harmless Changes
Control Centre

– The Solution explorer supports sorting of project files (Ctrl-F2)
– Keyboard shortcuts for the source text editor
  - Ctrl-M marks current word in the document
  - Ctrl-Shift-M searches the current word in all files
  - Ctrl-I searches a document without having to deal with dialogs
– The Meta Viewer now has a Find button

Control Centre

– Options
  - Stop build on error
  - Prefer startup project
  - Synchronize updated layout to source
  - Harmless changes support
  - Use Agent

  - Text highlighting options bold, italic and underline

  - Git Source Control
Control Centre

- Data Entry Settings tabs have been rearranged
- Data Editing options
- Accessibility options

Resource Editor

- Event parameters
- GroupBox control
- Data Grid control
- Data Grid Navigator control
- Data Grid Key Selector control
- Data Grid Search Box control
- Data Grid Search Button control

- String Textbox has NextFieldOnEnter property
Server Manager

- Support for Active Directory
- Skill management

Maniplus

- New project wizard handles Maniplus projects
- Maniplus data transformation wizard (Manipula Wizard)
- Blaise 4 to 5 Source Converter handles Maniplus setups
- Control Centre has a designer for Maniplus dialogs
Data Entry

- Data Editing Keyboard navigation
- Escape-key behavior
- Watch window (Ctrl-F8)
- GPS Client Feature

Harmless Changes

- Allows changes in a datamodel that can be considered harmless with respect to already collected data